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ABSTRACT
The present study aims to evaluate the university library websites.In order to know the
impact of a website, various evaluation criteria are taken during the analysis of the website.In
this study 8 general criteria are chosen. The study provides useful insights to determine the
quality of library websites in India.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Every institution and organization needs a website. The same is true for libraries and
information centers. Since 1990s, most libraries and information centers has been offering
services via websites. At the same time, many libraries have found that they can achieve their
goals better by means of using marketing principles and techniques; in addition, they can
have more successful communication with their users and understanding of their needs. Each
library’s websites is a window opened on that library; also it can work as a good guide in the
internet for users.
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Users have less reason to visit the library, since they can access resources without going
to the library. How ca librarians interact with user and guide them, when a majority of users
does not go to the library? How can users be sure they are accessing high quality information?
Attracting attention to a virtual environment is difficulty, because there is no mutual
communication between users and librarians.
The only way to attract users attention and trust is through words, sentences, pictures,
pages, information, timely responses to emails, moderating the delivery process and emergency
delivery. Timeliness and accuracy are also important. On e of the tools in achieving these
things is the library websites. Websites are a key way to advertise. The study investigates the
acceptability of library websites in India.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Tanny De Sarkar (2013) seeks to highlight how academic libraries are harnessing
widgets to make library resources easily and conveniently accessible to users. Examining the
characteristics features, purposes of use and types of widget applications, the study aims to
measure the degree of implementation of widget among academic libraries in different regions.
Giving a comparative account of widget implementation along the select dimensions, the study
focused on relative acceptance of widgets among the continents and emphasized the areas
where widget is being applied most. With examples, the study also illustrated the relevance of
different approaches taken by various libraries. The unique investigation presented a
comprehensive picture of widget implementation among the academic libraries across the
world. The findings will serve as a valuable guide for future librarians who wish to incorporate
such technologies in library websites. Furthermore, the check points used here may serve as
bedrock for framing questionnaire and interview schedule for conducting future research
investigating user’s perception of this new web- based tool in order to comprehend fully the
practicability and usefulness of widget.
The study by Aharony (2012) seeks to describe and analyzed academic library websites
in the years 2000 and 2010, as they appear both in the internet Archive and in current library
websites. Findings reveals that the content of academic library websites in the years 2000 and
2010 has changed much over the ten years, presenting an increasing use of e-journals and Web
2.0 applications, as well as a focus on library users, and a great use of graphics in websites.
This study present a yet unexplored dimension: the comparison, focusing especially on content,
of a academic library websites over a decade as they appear in the Internet archive in 2000 and
in the present library website in 2010.
Bhupendra, Leena and Naidu (2012) present an analysis of design and structure of the
library websites in IITs. It found significant differences according to some important point of
view such as the user supporting services, number of hyperlinks on home pages and whole
websites, number of images, location of images, in active links and web pages, etc. The paper
finally looks the design and structure of the library websites of IITs.
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3. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
•
•
•

To analyze university has library websites.
To analyze university library websites using general criteria created for the purpose.
To attempt a ranking of websites based on the evaluation.

4. METHODOLOGY
As a part of the study, the completed list of universities in India covering each state is
taken it was decided to confine the study to the central, deemed and private universities of the
country. A search was made in the internet to find out university websites having library link.
5 FINDINGS
5.1 PARTICIPANT DEMOGRAPHICS
In India, there are 620 UGC approved universities, as on 11.02.2013 according to the
statistical records provided by UGC under section 3 of the UGC act, 1956. Out of the
universities there are 298 State universities, 130 Deemed, 24 Central and 148 Private
universities. Out of these samples of 192 universities (30%) were selected for the study.
Stratified sampling technique was followed for the selection of sample. The breakup of the
population and samples as given in Table 1.
Table 1 Total population and sample taken
S.NO

Universities

Total number

Sample taken (n*)

Percentage

1

State universities

298

70

23

2

Deemed universities

130

55

42

3

Central universities

44

37

84

4

Private universities

148

30

27

5

Total

620

192

30

5.2 FIND THE UNIVERSITY WEBSITES HAVING LIBRARY LINK
The present study aims to test whether the samples under consideration are with
library link or not. The availability of library link in the university homepage is presented in
Table 2.
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Table 2 Samples having library link
S. No.
1
2
3
4
5

Universities

Library link(x)

Percentage

41

59

23

42

12

32

15

50

91

47

State universities
(n=70)
Deemed universities
(n=55)
Central universities
(n=37)
Private universities
(n=30)
Total

Out of the samples under consideration there are only 91(47%) are with
library link. Out of the 70 samples of state universities taken there are only 41(59%) with
websites having library link. 55 samples of deemed universities are taken for the study. Only
23(42%) of these have library as link. Out of 37 samples of Central universities only 12(32%)
are having library as link. Figure 1 is the pictorial representation of above analysis.

state universities
deemed universities
central universities
private universities

Figure 1 Samples having library link
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6. EVALUATION OF UNIVERSITY
CRITERIA

LIBRARY WEBSITES BY GENERAL

In order to known the impact of a various evaluation criteria are taken during the
analysis of the website. In this study 8 general criteria are chosen. Based on these 91 university
library websites are evaluated. The criteria are Authority, Accuracy, Objectivity, Currency,
Coverage, Facility, Visual aspects, and Structure of the particular university library websites.
7. AUTHORITY OF THE LIBRARY WEBSITES
Authority of a university library websites reveals the reliability of the information in the
website. In addition, authority shows that the organization or individual responsible for the
website has credible qualification and knowledge.
Table 3 shoes the number of universities satisfies the criterion Authority
Table 3 Authority
S. No.

Universities

Authority

Percentage

1

State universities (x=41)

36

88

2

Deemed universities (x=23)

21

87

3

Central universities.(x=12)

9

75

4

Private universities(x=15)

12

80

8. ACCURACY OF THE LIBRARY WEBSITES
Accuracy is the degree to which the information and materials available on the website
are correct and trustworthy. How factual and verifiable is the content is the information cited
correctly.
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In the table 4 presents number of universities satisfying criterion Accuracy
Table 4 Accuracy
S. No.

Universities

Authority

Percentage

1

State universities (x=41)

40

98

2

Deemed universities (x=23)

23

100

3

Central universities (x=12)

12

100

4

Private universities (x=15)

13

87

9. OBJECTIVITY OF THE LIBRARY WEBSITES
Website objectivity includes website purpose and scope, origins and status of the types
of information, and services provided. It also analyses the scope of websites including type and
origin of information, audience, dates of coverage, etc.
Table 5 shows the number of universities that satisfies the criterion Objectivity.
Table 5 Objectivity
S. No.

Universities

Objectivity

Percentage

1

State universities (x=41)

27

66

2

Deemed universities (x=23)

22

92

3

Central universities (x=12)

12

100

4

Private universities (x=15)

8

53
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10. CURRENCY OF THE LIBRARY WEBSITES
Currency refers to the timeliness of information, documents, materials and services
available on the website. Table 6 shows number of universities that are updating.
Table 6 Currency
Si No.

Universities

Currency

Percentage

1

State universities (x=41)

36

88

2

Deemed universities (x=23)

18

75

3

Central universities (x=12)

12

100

4

Private universities (x=15)

10

67

11. COVERAGE OF THE LIBRARY WEBSITE
Coverage is the degree to which information and contents are presented according to
various topics in the site. It also determines the detail of all the resources available in the
library. Table 7 presents the number of universities that contains all the relevant information
about the library.
Table 7 Coverage
S. No.

Universities

Coverage

Percentage

1

State universities (x=41)

27

66

2

Deemed universities (x=23)

19

79

3

Central universities (x=12)

9

75

4

Private universities (x=15)

6

40
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12. FACILITIES OF THE LIBRARY WEBSITE
An analysis of the facilities offered by library websites such as if library resources can
be retrieved effectively by online or not and whether facilities of available databases in the
library can be searched or not are made. The results are given in the table 8.
Table 8 Facilities
S. No.

Universities

Facilities

Percentage

1

State universities (x=41)

31

76

2

Deemed universities (x=23)

19

79

3

Central universities (x=12)

10

83

4

Private universities (x=15)

6

40

13. VISUAL ASPECTS OF THE LIBRARY WEBSITE
Visual aspects are vital in attracting viewership. These include the provision of
photographs of library infrastructure and library facilities, the appropriate phrasing of headings,
consistence of layout and terminology with the headings etc
Table 9 shows total number of universities that satisfy various visual aspects.
Table 9 Visual aspects
S. No.

Universities

Visual aspects

Percentage

1

State universities (x=41)

33

80

2

Deemed universities (x=23)

21

88

3

Central universities (x=12)

12

100

4

Private universities (x=15)

13

87
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14. STRUCTURE OF THE LIBRARY WEBSITE
Structure refers to the logical arrangement of data as anticipated by the user. In a good
website structure navigation options are spelled out, a sitemap is provided and can reach any
point through appropriate number of links website is organized logically and by anticipated
user need. Table 10 gives the details
Table 10 Structure
S. No.

Universities

Structure

Percentage

1

State universities (x=41)

32

78

2

Deemed universities (x=23)

21

91

3

Central universities (x=12)

12

100

4

Private universities (x=15)

11

73

15. SUMMARY OF THE SATISFACTION OF GENERAL CRITERIA BY
UNIVERSITY LIBRARY WEBSITES
Table 11 sums up the total number of universities that satisfies 8 general criteria.
Table 11 Consolidation Of The University Library Websites On The Basis Of 8
Criteria
S. No.

Criteria

No. Of University
Libraries

1

Authority

78

86

2
3

Accuracy
Objectivity

89
69

98
76

4
5

Currency
Coverage

76
61

84
67

6
7

Facilities
Visual aspects

66
79

73
87

8

Structure

77

85

15

Percentage
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16. RANKING OF WEBSITES BASED ON GENERAL CRITERIA
The present study attempts to rank the universities based on fulfillment of 8 general
criteria in the library home page of their website. Based on these criteria out of the 91 samples
having library link considered for the study, top ten universities are ranked in the table 12.

Universities

URL

No.of
satisfying
critera

Category
Of the
university

Rank

Maharaya Sayajirao university

www.msubaroda.ac.in

8

State
University

1

Maharishi university of
Management

www.mumt.com

8

Private
university

2

Sharda university

www.sharda.ac.in

7

Private
university

3

Aligarh Muslim University

www.amu.ac.in

7

Central
University

4

Babasaheb Bhimaro Ambedkar
University

www.bbau.ac.in

6

Goa University

www.unigoa.ac.in

6

Indian Institute of Infor mation
Technology and management

www.iiit.ac.in

5

Deemed
University

7

5

Deemed
University

8

www.babamastnath
university.com

5

Private
university

9

www.geu.ac.in

5

Deemed
University

10

International Institute of
Technology & Management

Babamastnath University
Graphic Era University

www.iitmanagement.com

16

Central
University
State
University
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Out of the top university libraries based on the satisfaction of the criteria, 3 are private
universities, 2 are state universities, 3 are deemed universities and 2 are central universities.
Maharaja Sayajirao University which is a state university occupies the first position.

17. CONCLUSION
Libraries in earlier times were merely a platform for exchange of books. Peoples were
satisfied with what were available to them. But in changing global scenario of information
exchange web based services are inevitable in every field. For this is an interactive library
system is necessary. In the modern digital world it can be effectively made possible through the
use of an interactive library website.
The study based on the evaluation of university library websites in india by using 8
general criteria reveals that a web based interaction is less in them. If such services are used
appropriately international sharing and collaboration between academicians can be made
possible. It is high time that Indian universities take interest in introducing library websites
more effectively.
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